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Cold Climbing in Cymru
JohnBarry
Photograph 61

There was a time when I expended all my winter energies in Scotland, in search
of snow and ice and something to climb. At that time, like most Scotland-based
climbers, indigenous or not, (and most are not), I would have scoffed at any
suggestion that Wales might be worth my winter time. Some years later, in a
February, I moved to Wales and within a week my conversion began. Now, four
years later, the voltejace is complete.

The first disciple of my Pauline conversion was Western Gully on The Black
Ladders in whose evangelical clutch I was soon embraced. I'd gone out that first
weekend with an open mind to give the Welsh winter a go. I returned from the
road to Damascus (which in Wales is Bethesda) with nagging doubts. If there
were many more climbs like this in Snowdonia then my prejudices were in
trouble. There are; and they were.

But to vVestern Gully. Three hundred metres of honest, very honest, grade 4
climbing; harder than Point Five, safer than Zero, better than both. Now you can
tip toe on front points easily enough up both Scottish classics - as the entire
climbing world has discovered, front pointing is the one truly egalitarian, non
discriminatory game; it's for everyone, anyone can do it. It's deliciously simple,
and if you really want to enjoy your ice, outside ofwhisky, it's probably as well to
avoid manuals which manage to bestow such obscurities as 'Piolet Traction' on a
simple quadrapedic plod, greatest advantage ofwhich is that it comes naturally,
like walking, and makes about the same demands on the co-ordination. 'Piolet
Traction'! 'From-pointing' will usually do, 'Piolet Bludgeon' ifyou are in earnest
and, in extremis, 'Piolet Attila' is all conquering. Grab a couple ofaxes - almost
any length will do as long as they have drooped or well-curved picks, a couple of
teeth and wrist loop- stick a crampon on either foot, and away you go. You have
runner-cum-jug in both hands and always just above your head. Properly placed
in anything from half-decent neve to water ice you can pull, push, hang, swing,
pendulum, belay, rest and bivouac; all from these wondrous sons of the ice
revolution. And anyone can. Ifyou do get puffed you can clip in and sit down for a
blow. (There are those who say that this is cheating, but the logic ofsuch a claim
defeats me.)

I saw a lass once (apologies to all feminists, but she was a lass) struggle with the
stile to the Allt a' Mhuilinn which, at the time, looked to be the limit of her
physical ability. Several slow and patience-sapping hours later she mustered at
the foot of Comb Gully, her first ever ice climb. On her. feet a pair of perfectly
ordinary 12 point crampons, in her hands a pair ofmodern axes, two ofa species
several hundred strong. Then without a second's hesitation she showed that fine
gully, even the steep bit at the top, to be an easy day for a lady who had hitherto,
with quite unnecessary modesty, placed such as Grib Goch at the summit of her
ambitions.
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Front poil1ling is true Socialism; but I digress. Ifelitism is not yet a dirty word
with you, then try V\'estern Gully. You have to be able to climb a bit to enjoy it and
the crux is a marvellous. thinly-iced rock slab with protection above your head,
second at your shoulder. and the world at your feet. I can't think of a gully in
Scotland that comes close in quality, intricacy or interest. Brown climbed it in
1950 - probably the first ascent, though Morsley and Dwyer might have done it
as early as 1947. What were the gullies in Scotland then) South East Gully on
Craig an Dubh Loch, Parallel Gully A and Douglas-Gibson, Clachaig Gully- or
falling out of Zero? Not a patch, not a candle, any of them. Seems that Wales
began in front in 1883 with the West Buttress on Lliwedd and has held a
substantial lead ever since. To draw level in the early fifties the Scots would have
to play one of their trumps - Lochnagar's Eagle Ridge or the like - which
would seriously weaken their hand in later tricks.

Take something hard: Black Cleft. A product of Boysen's frenetic hunger.
Vyh;:re, in 1963, was its like to be found in these Islands? Where, in 1983, is its
peer? Probably only on black Cloggy even yet, though perhaps on Carn Dearg's
Route 2. But then that took 20 years to conjure up, and it's till only a summer
severe against a HVS. You may not accept that last as a valid comparison but
most would agree that Black Cleft was years ahead of its time and it is still one of
the hardest winter routes in the country.

Take a classic: Craig yr Ysfa 's Great Gully. First climbed in winter in 1928 by
Longland and Bridge, it is as great a climb as it is a gully and no soft touch at
I I I/IV Two hundred and seventy meters and every bit as 'classic' a gully as that
more generally recognised archetype, Crowberry. Harder too, though it must be
admitted even by the most partisan that Craig yr Ysfa's sombre northern aspect is
no match for the majesty of the Buachaille, Queen of mountains. OfGreat Gully
the guidebook instructs, 'Somehow surmount the chocks tone' , and what a dustbin
of techniques, ploys and subterfuges that command embraces! But there's
precious little 'somehow' in your standard Scottish gully, paved with accommo
dating and forgiving white ice, easy prey to the droop of axes and a philistine
swing - and at least half of them are snowpfods: 'It's the interesting stuff that
gets me, I'm afraid. I'm not much of a hand at the step bashing', he said,
indicating the rest ofthe gully (a thousand feet) with a fordly gesture ... Patey
remember!

And Wales has more great gullies; Great Gully, Cader Idris; Great Gully, Cyrn
Las; Great Gully, Snowdon - and in every case the epithet owes as much to
quality as to quantity. But there's more to a Welsh winter than gullies, great or
not. VVinter wars on hard summer rock routes- HVS and upwards- await the
teams who dare. Central Gully Direct (5a, HVS) on Lliwedd, first winter ascent
pre-1965 - and what was being done in Scotland then? - and Red Slab at
Cloggy by Braithwaite (El, 5b, 1979) are examples ofwhat boldness can achieve
on icy rock. These and a dozen other routes at Cloggy are every bit as good and as
hard as anything on Nevis's Carn Dearg. In the meantime one wonders what has
happened to Centurion. I ts first ascent, in true winter conditions, has been
confidently predicted since about 1960- but so far not even the eyes offaith have
discerned more than a cold PA gambol. The fact is that it never will quality as a
winter route; it is too steep and too dry to wear any winter clothes. Forget
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Centurion, get down to \Vales where Cloggy waits, and even better, the Black
Ladders with summer routes like Flanders (HVS) ripe for winter rope. Now that
would be a winter route!

Ifyou remain unconvinced I will play my trump card- the ice-falls- say the
Devil's Appendix. 'There's nothing like that in Scotland', said a Scot in 1978,
shaking his head wistfully. That is about as close as anyone from North of the
Border will come to admitting that they found a climb south ofit hard. Better still,
only 20 minutes from the road which, unless, like the Scots, you make a virtue of
the necessity of a 3 or 4 hour approach, is a real treat. Better even than the
Appendix though, is Creag y Rhaeadr with Chequered Wall, Central Icefall
Direct and Cascade, all of them 90m ofgrade 5 ice, as near to vertical as the stuff
ever gets - which is never quite - and none more than 30 minutes from the
road. The Scots may wag their Grey Mare's Tail, but no-one will notice- 'tis but
a stump alongside these Welsh wonders.

Down in not so Welsh \Vales at Cader Idris there's a strong second eleven with
the ferocious potential ofCwm Cae as well as the established classics like Sloose
(Grade 5) and, better still, Trojan (Grade 5), of which one disaffected Scot
recently said, 'it feels better than the Curtain, Hadrian's Wall or Zero and it's
harder than all three'.

Case rests. You'll get more climbing in one Welsh winter's day than in a week
in Scotland whose best is easily matched and whose worst, the Allt a' Mhuilinn,
Wales has no wish to equal.
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